
Tokheim QuantiumTM

310 fuel dispenser
Industrial versatility
TOKHEIM QUANTIUMTM 510M ADBLUE® FUEL DISPENSER



Contributing to a 
cleaner environment
The Tokheim Quantium™ 510M AdBlue® fuel  
dispenser helps fuel retailers to meet increasingly 
stringent emissions targets. It’s sleek, reliable and  helps 
address current environmental concerns.

AdBlue® is a proven and easy-to-use solution which converts harmful nitrogen 
oxides gases from diesel vehicle exhausts into nitrogen and steam to considerably 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The Quantium 510M AdBlue® fuel dispenser 
enables fast, accurate and reliable dispensing of this additive, straight to the 
designated tank on the customer’s vehicle.

Tokheim Quantium 510M
AdBlue® fuel dispenser

Practical and Stylish

Available as a standalone model or in combination with 
other fuels as a multiproduct dispenser, the Quantium 510M 
AdBlue®  fuel dispenser now comes with a large media 
head as standard, facilitating an easy upgrade from LCD 
to media screens. Available for the first time as a four-hose 
model, the Quantium 510M AdBlue® fuel dispenser enables 
a convenient, accurate and fast fuelling experience.
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Available Grades: 1

Available Nozzles: 1-4 (standalone and combo)

Available Flow Rates: LV and HGV

Hose Management: Full Hose Retraction

Nozzle Reach: 4m

Dispenser Orientation: Lane (single or double sided)

Display Options: 6-6-4 LCD, 7-7-5 LCD, 17” VGA Media Screen 

Customised Livery: Yes

Corrosion Resistance: Operation up to C5 as standard, with operation 

up to C5-M requiring additional treatments

Operating Temperature: -25ºc to +55ºc 

Heating: Available as an option

Relative Humidity: 5-95%

Dimensions: 1158mm (L) x 520mm (W) x 1781mm (H), for 1-4-2 model

Dispenser Options: Can be connected to AdBlue® storage tanks and 

options are available for ATEX and non-ATEX heating.


